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 ABSTRACT:  In the fracturing of snow peripheral to avalanches and in events where slabs have 
fractured but did not slide, the failed, or downslope, part of the slab often is taller than the uphill, or 
unreleased, part. This is especially evident in deep or hard slabs. Even with an obvious collapse within a 
weak layer, when the two sides are compared separately from this layer, the released part is higher. If 
this phenomenon is viewed as an arrested motion avalanche, then this is a window into the sequence of 
slab failure. What is causing this difference? Is this evidence of elastic rebound? If so, then this would 
appear to be the result of some latent elastic strain. This paper poses an hypothesis and a model of this 
process. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
     As an avalanche instructor, I’m called on to 
explain snow mechanics in simple terms to people 
with a variety of technical backgrounds (usually 
none). Some of the theoretical science involved is 
quite advanced and I only begin to understand a 
small part of it. It is precisely this issue which is 
the purpose of ISSW. There is a real need for the 
physicists and engineers to explain mechanical 
theory to practitioners, instead of to each other. As 
this was not the case, in order to formulate 
simpler, more intuitive explanations of the 
mechanics of slab failure, I performed some 
experiments (often similar to previous work) on the 
premise that if I can understand it better then 
perhaps I can explain it better. One, using a 
modified dial gauge, measured stain from loading 
and unloading in snow columns in the field. 
Another, using dye, enabled me to measure how 
snow settles internally during intense precipitation.  
In a third, I used dyed probe columns to measure 
a creep/settlement relationship. In addressing this 
slab dilation problem (fig.1), I hypothesized that 
this is indeed evidence of an elastic rebound. 
From the experiments I made up some simple 
snow deformation models and mechanical 
analogues to support this. 
 
2.  BACKGROUND 
  
     From the literature (Gubler; Narita), there 
appears to be a critical strain rate necessary to  
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Figure 1: 6cm difference in height across fracture. 
Opposing layers progressively differ 
 
sustain the continued fracture of individual grain 
bonds in snow. This is a ductile failure process, or 
one which exhibits healing or rebonding properties 
as well. When these strain rates occur in shear 
between two poorly bonded layers, they initiate 
ductile shear failure which begins at a flaw or 
weakness and gradually increases in area from 
that point. 
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This is a cumulative process that at a certain 
size (Gubler, 1986) increases the strain rates at its 
periphery until it becomes a brittle failure, or one 
which exhibits elastic properties utilizing snow as 
a bulk material.  This then becomes the rapid and 
catastrophic failure mechanism which can 
propagate into large slab avalanches. From this it 
would seem that bulk elastic behavior would 
include bulk elastic rebound in some form.  In the 
case of naturally occurring avalanches, these 
strain rates are the result of the internal 
deformation of the snowpack, primarily from the 
rapid accumulation of new snow. The precise 
shear strain rates required to drive this process 
are dependent on the shear strength of the snow 
within the weak layer or between two adjacent 
layers and the slope angle. 

 In the abstract though, even without this 
precise knowledge, if we had an understanding of 
the relationship of the vertical settlement in snow 
to the shear strain (or “creep”) generated by it, this 
could help the forecaster in predicting the onset of 
avalanching. By measuring only the settlement, or 
vertical displacement, of a series of points within 
the snow, one could determine with one fairly 
simple measurement, whether, in general, these 
critical strain rates were being approached.  
 
3.  METHODS 
 
     During a period of intense snowfall, I attempted 
to place dye on the snow at every 5cm interval of 
new accumulation on a storm stake. The board 
was then emptied and a new layer of snow was 
dyed when there was 5cm more on the board, so 
that these marks did not reflect the total 
accumulation, but the settlement of falling snow at 
5cm intervals. The snow was of generally even 
density and the snowfall so intense that there was 
very little variation in the 5cm per hour that fell 
during the storm. 51 cm of snow fell in 16 hours 
and 12 tracers were placed, the first on 10cm of 
new snow. Two intervals were missed due to 
sleep requirements but the data reflect 
precipitation of approximately 5cm per hour. The 
tracers were dug up and their relative 
displacement plotted against some growth 
functions. One, a function using the harmonic 
series, fit the data very closely (fig.2).  Figures 2-1 
through 2-7 show graphics of the process. 
     This model seems quite understandable 
mechanically and when the sample was allowed to 
settle to one half the original (without any 
additional load), the data again fit (fig. 2-7). This 
model could be considered an idealized density 
profile for snow, or the density profile toward which 

all snow is trying to progress. In this regard, it 
represents an optimum (low energy) stress state 
for snow. Interestingly, this particular snowfall 
created almost no new snow avalanches, yet 
produced many deep slabs on older layers. 
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Figure 2: Settlement from accumulation 
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Figures 2-1 through 2-7: Graphics of model 

     The function for describing the settlement of 
each interval (from fig.1) is:   

                  ( )S rnn = + −1 1 !                                           
(1)    
 
     Where r is the ratio of the second interval to the 
first and n is the number of intervals. 
 
The increase in depth of the model is the function: 
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These are unfortunately step functions using 

discrete values but are easy enough to model 
iteratively on the computer. 

 From this profile I developed a creep model, 
where an inclined form was allowed to settle. The 
point relations were figured through angular 
changes (figs.3-4 through 3-6) and then summed 
using the form: 
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     Where:  C is the shear strain or downhill motion 
                       of a point   
                   D is the depth of the snow at that    
                       interval and 
                  Δ  is some % of settlement of the  
                       original depth 
 

           
Figure 3:  Creep model (figs. 3-4 through 3-6) 

  

           

           
  
    The  creep curve that emerged is shown in fig.4 
for a 37.5o slope. 
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Figure 4: Creep from settlement  at 37o  

      Interestingly, at 37o degrees, when there was 
more than 43% settlement , the model created 
shear strain (creep) in excess of normal strain. 
When it  was applied to a 33o slope and expanded 
to the same depth (fig.5) it  matched  the creep 
profile of the dye experiment shown in fig.6, which 
has undergone settlement of approximately 30%. 

       

Figure 5: Creep model at 330  with 30% settlement 

 

      

Figure 6: Creep profile of settlement from 150cm 
to 105cm 

     Creep within accumulating snow is a more 
complicated model, as the load of one moment is 
strained the next. It is not very aggressive unless it 
involves increasing densities in the accumulating 
snow. It is shown in fig.7 but, as the resolution of 
the dye technique  is only 0.5cm, it has only 
tenuous experimental evidence. 

       
Figure 7: Creep model from accumulating snow 

     The density model was applied to a 30m snow 
density core from Greenland (Mellor,1964) and 
again the data fit (fig.8). 
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Figure 8: Densities from 30m core in Greenland 
along with model 

4. DISCUSSION 
 
     Deviations from this accumulation profile 
involving lower density snow overlain by higher 
can result in rapid settlement and high shear strain 
rates within the low density snow. The simplest 
form is shown in fig.9. If the layer is 10cm thick 
and the precipitation rate is 5cm an hour, it must 
attempt to change from 5% to 12.5% density in 4 
hours, or 60%, creating shear strain rates of 25% 
per hour, or 7x10-5s-1, very close to the ductile 
failure range (Gubler, 1986). Taking into account 
the non-linearity of the process, (i.e. higher strain 
rates higher in the layer) then the necessary strain 
rates are being generated. Because of the 
transitional nature of the process and the fact that 
snow is a visco-elastic material, then some 
increasing part of the strain must be elastic. 
 

 
Figure 9: Very high settlement / creep rates in low 
density layer 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
     There is a striking similarity between the 
avalanche release problem and one addressed in 
Seismology; which is how shear failure can occur 
across a fault when compressive forces exceed 
shear forces, resulting in friction which 
approaches unity. By applying The Elastic 
Rebound Theory of Earthquakes (Ried, 1906) and 
introducing ductile failure (Seismologists call this 
creep) at an initial weakness, which then 
progresses to catastrophic elastically driven 
failure, they have explained this phenomenon and 
created an accepted and sophisticated body of 
work. 
    Because of its ability to deform in volume, the 
inclined snow in a low density layer can attain 
higher shear creep rates strain rates than 
compressive strain rates (McLung, Gubler, and 
above (fig. 4)). It should therefore be able to 
generate more potential elastic energy in shear 
than in compression. So should it similarly be able 
to fail in shear before a critical stress-strength 
relationship based exclusively on the measured 
(or calculated) shear strength between layers. The 
initial ductile shear failure, which begins at a 
weakness or “deficit” (Conway and Abrahamson, 
1988) and is driven by these high strain rates at 
the micro level, (i.e. the bonds at an interface fail 
faster than they can form) gradually increases in 
area. As it does so some part of this failure 
process becomes increasingly driven by bulk or 
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macro scale recovery of potential elastic strain. At 
a certain size this ductile shear failure zone does 
achieve stress-strength parity over a large enough 
area to allow purely bulk elastic strain to drive the 
failure and its resultant rebound to occur rapidly 
(catastrophically) throughout all of the overlying 
snow which has the elastic strain potential to 
maintain the process and is limited by that which 
has not.  This potential comes from a combination 
of both the critical strain rates in the weak layer or 
the new snow and latent elastic strain within the 
slab (fig.11). These are determined by the slope 
angle, the loading rate, varying shear strengths 
throughout the layer, the thickness of the slab and 
the length of time since loading. Upon failure, 
motion is limited by a dynamic coefficient of friction 
between the slab and the bed surface. 
    When viewed as the ability of snow deformed 
by shear stress to elastically retrieve some of its 
original or predeformed shape (analogous to 
forcing a rectangle into a parallelogram and then 
allowing it to snap back) or allowing both the shear 
and compressive elastic strains to rebound, then 
some of this rebound would result in an increase 
in the thickness of the slab, observed in the 
instances where, because the dynamic friction is 
too high, the slab has not moved. The position of 
the tensile fracture at the crown is determined by 
where this critical strain rate (from terrain etc.) has 
the ability to maintain this elastic rebound. The 
difference in thickness between the two parts 
implies a threshold value for this. The almost 
immediate and somewhat evenly sized blocks that 
a slab breaks into after failure may also be driven 
by this rebound. One bizarre ramification of these 
mechanics is that the stauchwall may fail in 
tension just prior to being put in compression by 
the moving slab. 
 
6. FUTURE WORK 
 
     Attempting to verify this, I devised an 
experiment using a dial gauge to measure some of 
this bulk elastic rebound in the field. The strain 
curves from the column test concur with the 
literature (Mellor,1964), and are shown in fig. 10 
and fig.11. I thought it  interesting that, in general, 
all of the immediate elastic strain resulting from 
the initial loading of the column would entirely 
rebound (albeit with a significant delay towards the 
end of each stress/rebound cycle) even after long 
periods of viscous strain and that upon removing 
the upper part of the column there was latent  
rebound in the  lower.                     

      
Figure 10: Dial gauge setup 
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Figure 11: Elastic strain and rebound from field 
 
     This is all identical to most material  strain 
curves if metamorphic viscous strains of snow are 
eliminated, although it isn’t generally a common 
concept or measurement for snow, This suggests 
fieldwork concerning the attenuation of strain with 
depth and elastic constants  as functions of 
density (work in progress). Especially in a material 
which continually changes in density with depth. 
     When applied in two axes on a Rutschblock 
(fig.12), the results were intriguing but not very 
consistent. The experiment was difficult to perform 
regularly due to some very stable snow. When the 
block did shear, though, there was apparent 
rebound in shear (the apparatus could not be 
accurately read on the moving block) but without 
the assumed compressive rebound until after the 
skier stepped off the block. 
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Figure 12: Measuring elastic strain and rebound in 
a Rutschblock 

     It was felt that perhaps the skis, which were 
holding the block in place after failure, were 
affecting the measurements and we were not able 
to repeat the experiment enough to analyze this. 
Further work using expensive digital dial gauges 
and rapid sampling with data logger (60-100 times 
per second) are in progress to eliminate this 
problem. If the tentative results are valid it would 
suggest that snow is able to recover elastic shear 
strain independently from compressive load and 
its associated elastic strain. This is consistent with 
another experiment using styrofoam as a physical 
model for snow (Fuller ISSW,1986).  
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